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Abstract—Microservices, containers, and serverless computing belong to a trend toward applications composed of many small, self-contained, and automatically managed components. Core to serverless computing, Function-as-a-Service (FaaS) platforms employ state-of-the-art container technology and microservices-based architectures to enable users to manage complex applications without the need for systems-level expertise. Victim of its own success, and partially due to proprietary technology, currently the community has a limited overview of these platforms. To address this, we propose a reference architecture and ecosystem for FaaS platforms. Based on a year-long survey of real-world platforms conducted within the SPEC-RG Cloud Group, we highlight specific components and identify common operational patterns.


1 INTRODUCTION

For the past three decades, many applications have been shrinking in size and exploding in number. Continuing a trend already occurring in grid computing [1], cloud computing technology and software development practice have enabled more diverse workloads and more focused tasks. Recently, advances in container technology (such as Docker) leveraged this shrinking trend to decrease the build-time and the deployment overhead of software, enabling far more granular processes compared to traditional server-based provisioning and even to Virtual Machines (VMs). In parallel, aiming to improve development time, and system resiliency and scalability, development practices have promoted new architectures of fine-grained microservices over the traditional monolithic and service-oriented architectures. The emerging technology of serverless computing combines these advances [2], taking one more step towards computing as an Internet-based utility. But what is the status of serverless technology and where is it heading?

Serverless computing is a set of (cloud) computing technologies that adhere to three principles [3]: (1) operational logic is abstracted away from users; (2) users only pay for the resources they need, with fine granularity; (3) the computing model is event driven and operations are scaled elastically.

Function-as-a-Service (FaaS) is a model for serverless operations offered “as a service”. Cloud users provide functions to the cloud provider, who, for a pre-agreed payment, is responsible for the full operational lifecycle—from deploying the function in the datacenter to ensuring that security patches are applied to the software stack executing the function.

FaaS offers good reasons to exist within the already rich cloud service landscape. It provides high-level abstractions of distributed computing elements, reducing the need for users to be experts in distributed systems, or to manage complex microservice-based architectures themselves. It lets users delegate operational issues, allowing organizations to focus on addressing business concerns.

The market uptake of serverless computing and FaaS is large and rapidly increasing. The market currently hovers at around $5 billion and is predicted to be worth nearly $15 billion by 2023.1 Correspondingly, every major public cloud provider already offers a FaaS solution as well as other serverless products, such as serverless-friendly databases (AWS Aurora). In the open-source community, numerous FaaS platforms and serverless projects are actively being developed. Finally, the potential of serverless computing has triggered the academia [4], [5], [6].

Yet, reminiscent of the early days of cloud computing, serverless computing lacks a community-wide consensus on the fundamental architectures, components, and practices. (We and others have already proposed terminology and properties [3].) Compounding the problem, for FaaS the cloud providers lack an incentive to make their serverless platforms transparent, or even open source. This could obscure emerging solutions and hamper the development of

For grid and cloud computing, prominent reference architectures [7], [8] were designed early, and helped guide from public discussion to system design. So, toward a community-wide view on serverless computing, we propose a reference architecture for FaaS platforms. Started as a project in the SPEC-RG Cloud Group,² whose goal is to investigate performance and operations in cloud computing settings, ours is the first systematic approach to identify the architectural patterns and components that enable FaaS operation. To show the usefulness of the reference architecture, we have spent nearly a year tracking, cataloging, and investigating dozens of existing FaaS platforms and related systems.

Our work complements an emerging body of research in serverless computing, from academia [9], [10] and industry³, and existing reference architectures for workflow management [11] and cloud resource management [12]. Focusing on FaaS platforms, and in contrast to this body of related work, this work makes a three-fold contribution:

1) We design a reference architecture and ecosystem for FaaS platforms (Section 2). Our reference architecture is the first comprehensive approach to identify the common layers and operational components of FaaS platforms. It models a wide range of system designs and abstractions, from entire FaaS platforms orchestrating workflows, to FaaS layers managing individual functions, to components responsible for managing resources.

2) We provide a summary of the systematic analysis of existing FaaS platforms (Section 3), in which we identify 47 FaaS-like systems. We cover diverse open-source and closed-source platforms, from workflow composition engines (e.g., Fission Workflows and AWS Step Functions), to single-function engines (e.g., Apache OpenWhisk and AWS Lambda), to cloud resource managers (e.g., Kubernetes). The analysis in this section not only explains the architecture and components of the platforms we study, but also gives strong evidence that the reference architecture is comprehensive.

3) We identify a set of common operational patterns in FaaS platforms (Section 4) and leverage the analysis results to create knowledge about common solutions adopted by FaaS platforms to common operational problems. We present three such patterns for building and executing functions, and for executing workflows. The analysis in this section also emphasizes how the reference architecture can give system designers and engineering an instrument for reaching consensus on emerging patterns.

The proposed reference architecture aims to bring many practical and long-term benefits. We have already mentioned the role reference architectures have played for grid and cloud computing; in general, this reference architecture could play a similar role. Specifically, it could guide developers of serverless functions, by providing them with a better understanding of the common architectural and operational patterns of serverless platforms. It also facilitates public discussion about the serverless computing model, by providing stakeholders with a common terminology and understanding of serverless platforms. Additionally, teams looking to develop custom serverless platforms can use the reference architecture as a blueprint for innovation, against which new designs can be compared. Already, a serverless workflow platform has been co-designed and built in parallel with the reference architecture and drew guidelines from it [13].

## 2 Reference Architecture

The key conceptual result of this work is the reference architecture. Figure 1 depicts its three hierarchical layers, each of which captures a set of core responsibilities of a generic FaaS platform. The reference architecture is the result of a number of design choices, including:

1) The current serverless ecosystems include much possible functionality, e.g., user interface, monitor-
ing, security. We consider the entire ecosystem explicitly in Section 2.4, but focus the reference architecture on the functionality needed to execute (workflows of) functions. This includes elements from composing workflows down to orchestrating the resources needed to run them.

2) The reference architecture omits explicit data, control, and—specific to serverless computing, see Section 2.2—function-code flows between components. We found throughout our study of FaaS platforms (see Section 3) that, in practice, their components can form many communication topologies and use diverse communication styles. Thus, a general reference architecture should not fix either the topology or communication style.

2.1 Resource Orchestration Layer

At the lowest level in the reference architecture, the Resource Orchestration Layer is responsible for the management of physical resources of a cluster of machines. The components in this layer manage the operational lifecycle of the containers or VMs, which are consolidated on physical resources.

We separate this generic resource layer from the FaaS-specific layers, to indicate where the FaaS platforms fit into the existing cloud infrastructure, and to capture the common approach of FaaS platforms to delegate resource management to more mature systems (such as Kubernetes).

The Resource Orchestration Layer consists of:

1) **Naming Service**: provides cluster-wide unique and consistent naming to resources. This allows components to identify each other. In some cases, naming is extended to also store cluster-wide configurations.

2) **Resource Manager**: manages the available resources of cluster-nodes through node agents, ensuring that the state of the resources (eventually) conforms with the desired state. It also monitors resources for changes, and executes actions if needed.

3) **Resource Scheduler**: determines which actions are needed to ensure that the current state of the resources converges towards the desired state of the resources in the most efficient way. In general, the scheduler decides for each job, on which resources it should be deployed.

4) **Node Agent**: is deployed on each node in the cluster. It monitors the local resources, informs the resource manager, and executes instructions it receives from the Resource Manager.

2.2 Function Management Layer

The Function Management Layer contains the core components responsible for the (operational) lifecycle of individual FaaS functions: deploying function instances, executing functions triggered by events, and elastically scaling functions.

Whereas the Resource Orchestration Layer is concerned with the management of arbitrary resources, the Function Management Layer manages arbitrary functions. In this layer, the components rely on the lower-level layer for the correct management of the resources.

At its core, the Function Management Layer consists of:

1) **Function Registry**: serves as a (local or remote) repository of functions. In practice, this registry is often further split into a function metadata store, for low-latency look-ups of function metadata, and a function store, which contains the binaries of the function (the function-code).

2) **Function Builder**: turns function sources into deployable functions. Functions typically have to undergo transformations (e.g., compiling, validating, dependency resolving) before they are stored in the function registry or deployed by the Function Deployer.

3) **Function Deployer**: ensures an instance of an arbitrary function, a Function Instance (see next component), is deployed. The Function Deployer combines the configuration stored in the Function Registry, the parameters supplied by the requester, and other factors into a decision of how the function should be deployed, including how many and what kind of resources it should receive. Though it decides how the Function Instance should be deployed, the deployment of the Function Instance itself is delegated to the Resource Orchestration Layer.

4) **Function Instance**: is a self-contained worker—typically a container—capable of handling function executions. For scalability, a function can have multiple, concurrent Function Instances.

5) **Function Router**: routes incoming requests or events to the correct Function Instance. If no Function Instance is available, the Function Router queues the events to await the deployment of new instances.

6) **Function Autoscaler**: monitors the demand and supply of resources, and elastically scales the number of Function Instances—adding or removing instances as needed.

2.3 Workflow Composition Layer

Modern applications require the orchestration of multiple functions and the management of inter-function state. We consider these two related concerns—state management and interdependent functions—to be the responsibility of the higher-level Workflow Composition Layer.

Previous work [3] identified workflows as an appropriate abstraction for function composition. A workflow is a set of interdependent tasks (functions) that together form a larger, structured computation or data-processing operation. A workflow management system (WMS) orchestrates the workflow; it is responsible for ensuring that executions (or instances) of this workflow progress to completion correctly, e.g., by passing the output of a task to its successors despite the failure of individual tasks. (In specialist terms, workflows cover both control flows and data flows.)

The motivation for a separate, higher-level layer is twofold. First, composing functions into more complex workflows depends on the components in the Function Management Layer to ensure the correct deployment and execution of individual functions. This allows the higher-level layer to focus solely on concerns such as scheduling the correct functions, transferring state from one function to another,
etc. Second, although the notion of workflows is useful, not every FaaS platform includes support for it yet; often platforms only offer the execution of individual functions and leave the complexity of managing workflows to the user.

As with the Resource Orchestration Layer, we rely on the extensive existing work on WMSs for the components of this layer. The difference with original workflow systems is that serverless workflows are smaller, executed more frequently, and have more demanding performance requirements.

The Workflow Composition Layer consists of:

1) **Workflow Registry**: serves as a (local or remote) repository of workflows. To be admitted to this registry, the workflow typically requires validation and compilation of its individual tasks.

2) **Workflow Engine**: is responsible for monitoring workflow executions. It takes the appropriate action based on decisions from the Workflow Scheduler, such as triggering execution of functions in the workflow whose predecessors have completed.

3) **Workflow Scheduler**: decides which functions to execute when. It makes these decisions based on a number of factors, including the current state of the workflow execution and historical data.

4) **Workflow Execution Storage**: ensures the persistence of data of workflow executions. To ensure reliable workflow executions, a database holds the state of workflow executions. The strictness of the persistence depends on the level of reliability guaranteed by the FaaS platform.

### 2.4 Reference Ecosystem

Balancing conciseness with completeness in a reference architecture is a delicate task. Too much detail makes it difficult to comprehend and remember; too little detail makes it miss fundamental components. We therefore keep the reference architecture focused, but also, to complement it, we propose a reference ecosystem: what components and systems are not vital or specific to the core of executing (workflows of) functions, but are typically present in production-ready FaaS platforms?

The reference ecosystem in Figure 2 positions the FaaS platform (described by the reference architecture) as the functional core of a broader FaaS ecosystem. Production-grade FaaS platforms, such as those from major cloud providers, contain additional components to improve developer experience, maintainability, event management, and data management.

Components in the reference ecosystem include:

- **User Interface**: allows users to manage and interact with the FaaS platform, which range from simple command-line interfaces, to full-fledged (visual) editors.
- **Developer Environment**: reduces the difficulty of developing functions and workflows, by integrating with popular editors and tools, and by providing local emulators of (proprietary) FaaS platforms.
- **Event Management**: manages the lifecycle of the events triggering the operation of a FaaS platform. Although the FaaS reference architecture deploys and executes functions based on the arrival of events, it does not include the lifecycle of these events.
- **Data Management**: manages the lifecycle of data in the FaaS ecosystem—how the data is stored and transferred. Ideally, a Data Management system stores and transfers data efficiently in-between the functions, ensuring low latency and availability for a low cost.
- **Continuous Integration (CI) and Deployment (CD)**: manages the lifecycle of function sources. Depending on those processes, the CI/CD pipeline typically consists of staging environments, complex dependency resolving, multiple stages of testing, governance checking, and (manual) approval steps—before the function is submitted to the Function Builder.
- **Service Integration**: manages integrations between the FaaS and other cloud services.
- **Monitoring and Logging**: monitors and logs metrics on arbitrary layers and components, for online or later visualization and analysis.
- **Security**: ensures proper user (and function) authorization and authentication to access and change parts of the FaaS platform.

### 3 Survey and Mapping

To validate the FaaS reference architecture and gain insight into real-world FaaS platforms, we conducted a year-long process of identifying, mapping, and analyzing FaaS-like platforms, that is, platforms for resource, function, and workflow management. We describe first the process, then summarize the mappings (see also Table 1), and finally present our main findings.

We have identified 47 relevant platforms through a systematic survey of: (1) FaaS platforms of the major public cloud providers in the US and Europe, e.g., Amazon, Microsoft, IBM, and Google; (2) open-source efforts present on GitHub or under the guidance of open-source foundations, such as Apache and CNCF; (3) academic projects

4. Azure open sourced most of their FaaS tools and local emulators, but has not released details on their internal production-grade FaaS platform.

5. The full mapping can be found at https://go.uniwue.de/faasmapping.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>Open Source?</th>
<th>Resource Orchestration</th>
<th>Function Management</th>
<th>Workflow Composition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kubernetes</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●●●●</td>
<td>○ ○ ○ ○ ○</td>
<td>○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marathon (Apache Mesos)</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●●●●</td>
<td>○ ○ ○ ○ ○</td>
<td>○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWS Lambda</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>— — — — — — — —</td>
<td>— — — — — — — — — —</td>
<td>○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fission</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○ ○ ○ ○ ○</td>
<td>● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●</td>
<td>○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knative Serving</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○ ○ ○ ○ ○</td>
<td>● ● — ● ● ● ●</td>
<td>○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache OpenWhisk</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○ ○ ○ ○ ○</td>
<td>○ ● ● ● ● ● ●</td>
<td>○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache Airflow</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○ ○ ○ ○ ○</td>
<td>○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○</td>
<td>● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWS Step Functions</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○ ○ ○ ○ ○</td>
<td>○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○</td>
<td>— — — — — — — — — —</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azure Durable Functions</td>
<td>❋</td>
<td>○ ○ ○ ○ ○</td>
<td>○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○</td>
<td>— — — — — — — — — —</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fission Workflows</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○ ○ ○ ○ ○</td>
<td>○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○</td>
<td>● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

published\(^6\) in top systems venues co-sponsored by IEEE, ACM, and USENIX.

We then mapped the FaaS platforms to the reference architecture, using a pair-reviewing system. Each platform was assigned to 2 out of the 10 participating reviewers. We distributed the platforms among the reviewers to minimize the number of platforms reviewed by the same pair of reviewers—each pair of reviewers analyzed the same platform at most twice. Then, the reviewers analyzed the assigned platforms independently, by surveying the corresponding scientific publications, online documentation, technical reports, presentations, and source code (when available). The result of each mapping was, for each component of each platform, a decision of whether the component was explicitly present (“Yes” in Table 1), explicitly delegated to another platform (“Delegated”), or clearly not present (“No”). We also encountered a fourth situation, “Unknown”, where the reviewers were not able to find any information about whether a component exists or not; although reviewers could make educated guesses about the existence of at least some of these components, they could not find evidence to support this. Twelve (closed-source) platforms did not disclose any concrete information for any of the components. Rather than exclude these, we kept these systems in the overview to highlight the opaqueness of some serverless platforms.

When merging the mappings across all reviewers, for any conflict (i.e., reviewers’ opinions differ), the reviewers compared their notes and tried to reach a consensus. This was possible for all conflicts, as the most frequent type of conflict was that one reviewer found additional documentation (for example, a new blog post).

Summary of results across all platforms: The majority (62%) of the platforms we analyzed are open source. This includes all platforms focusing on the Resource Orchestration layer (10), and all the WMSs that are actually not specific to FaaS (9). However, only roughly half of the serverless platforms were open source. From the platforms for which we could establish a mapping, those focusing on the Resource Orchestration layer include components R1–R4; a de facto standard. In the Function Management layer, all platforms include components F1 and F6; the other components are identifiable in some but not all platforms. Finally, in the Workflow Composition layer, over 80% of the platforms contain components W1–W4; additionally, the platforms that do not contain W1–W4, are not specifically designed for the serverless domain.

Summary of results for the platforms in Table 1: To illustrate the recurring themes we found in our analysis, we highlight a representative subset of the mapped systems in Table 1, and describe them in the remainder of this section. This includes 7 well-known projects originating from major cloud providers (e.g., Google, Amazon, Microsoft) and/or present in the CNCF and Apache open-source ecosystem, plus 3 full-featured projects that operate independently and release open-source artifacts (i.e., Knative Serving, Fission, and Fission Workflows).

Kubernetes (K8S) is currently a de facto standard for container-based resource orchestration—many of the FaaS platforms in our study depend on K8S. K8S maps to the entire Resource Orchestration Layer, confirming its representativeness.

Marathon is part of the Apache Mesos project, for which it offers resource management functionality. Although not often used to support FaaS platforms, it offers similar functionality to K8S, indicating the Resource Orchestration Layer is approaching standardization.

AWS Lambda is a representative for other managed FaaS platforms (e.g., Azure Functions, Google Cloud Functions). AWS Lambda highlights a key issue in this domain: the proprietary nature of these systems. As argued in Section 1, this has significant drawbacks, e.g., it limits the understanding of system internals.

Fission is a representative for the wide ecosystem of open-source alternatives evolved in response to the closed-source, managed FaaS platforms. Fission has a wide range of Function Management components, and delegates resource management to K8S.

Knative Serving is the part closely resembling the core of a FaaS platform, from the Knative set of projects aiming to provide mature tooling for common (serverless) use cases.

6. We use the procedure to identify relevant papers proposed by Papadopoulos et al. [14], traversing systematically all articles published in the past 7 years in 16 top systems conferences and journals.
running on K8S. It is positioned to be an extension to K8S itself, to which it delegates most functionality. Knative also highlights a recurring issue in open-source FaaS platforms: it lacked detailed documentation, such as architecture diagrams, which made the mapping difficult.

Apache OpenWhisk is one of the most production-ready, open-source FaaS platforms. OpenWhisk maps to the entire Function Management Layer. It is one of few open-source FaaS platforms that (to our knowledge) is deployed in a large cloud (IBM Cloud), hinting that other proprietary FaaS platforms do not differ much architecturally from the open-source alternatives.

Apache Airflow is a representative of workflow engines re-purposed from their original workloads to also serve FaaS workloads. As reflected by the lack of mapped components (corresponding cells marked “No” in Table 1), running this as a full-fledged FaaS WMS requires additional engineering. As with OpenWhisk, Airflow is available both open-source and as a managed service offered by a major cloud provider—Google Cloud Composer is based on Airflow.

AWS Step Functions popularized in the cloud community, together with AWS Lambda, the notion of composing functions into workflows. Like Lambda, Step Functions is closed source, making it difficult to analyze. For example, although we believe it relies on other components for the Function and Resource Management layers, the actual architecture and details remain unclear.

Azure Durable Functions operates in the Workflow Composition Layer, but employs a different programming model than the other FaaS platforms: it requires users to write their own simple workflow scheduler, instead of writing declarative workflow definitions. This allows users to express orchestrations without requiring a special workflow language, but requires a different skill set. In part due to its alternative take on workflows, it contains comprehensive documentation on the key concepts and on some of its internal details.

Fission Workflows\(^7\) is one of few workflow engines built to specifically target serverless workflows. It focuses on the fast and frequent execution of serverless workflows. As the name suggests, it integrates well with the Fission FaaS platform.

**Overall analysis:** from Table 1, we make three key observations: First, the different FaaS platforms map well to the layers of the introduced reference architecture. The

---

7. Full disclosure: the lead author, Erwin van Eyk, leads the development of this platform.
platforms split functionally as predicted by the reference architecture, as indicated by the separation between AWS Lambda and AWS Step Functions, and Fission and Fission Workflows. They also rarely cross the layer responsibilities defined in the reference architecture. Instead, they delegate responsibilities of other layers to other platforms.

Second, even for the subset of systems in Table 1, we identified significant differences between the systems with regard to the functionality provided by the same type of component (e.g., the way the Function Router handles cold starts is system dependent). Thus, including finer-granularity components in the reference architecture would have the potential to mispredict what is used in practice and possibly stifle innovation due to overfitting to current conditions.

Third, we have identified a significant number of FaaS-like platforms, over 15, that are closed source and thus difficult to map and analyze. We ask the developers of these platforms to open source, both to help the community develop and as an incentive to attract lock-in-adverse clients.

4 DISCOVERING OPERATIONAL PATTERNS

We focus in this section on identifying operational patterns: recurring solutions that FaaS developers have included in their FaaS architectures to address prevalent problems. The patterns we identify show how the components of the reference architecture can interact with each other to facilitate common functionality, and appear in the FaaS platforms we have studied for this work (Section 3). We address in the following three key operational patterns: building functions, executing functions, and executing workflows. These patterns are not binding, meaning other approaches are possible, but they are widespread in current FaaS platforms.

4.1 Function Building

A common operational pattern is that of a user submitting functions to the FaaS platform, as source code. The source code traverses the CI/CD pipeline defined by the user (see Figure 2) before arriving at the FaaS platform. After initial validation, the source code is sent to the Function Builder, which transforms it into a deployable function.

This process depends on the implementation of the FaaS platform—it can be nearly non-existent—but typically involves build steps that are language-specific, such as compiling Java to bytecode or resolving Python dependencies. Once the building process has completed, the resulting artifacts are stored in the Function Registry. From there, the function is available to the FaaS platform as a deployable function.

4.2 Function Execution

Function execution in FaaS (Figure 3 (top)) inherently involves the function deployment, as function instances scale up from zero and scaled back to zero after inactivity. First, an event, such as a HTTP request, arrives at a Function Router, which triggers the deployment of a function instance if none is available—a cold start. Then, the Function Deployer fetches the function (metadata) from the Function Registry to decide the appropriate configuration of the function instance. It then tasks the Resource Manager with ensuring that a function instance with the appropriate configuration is deployed. Once the function instance is fully deployed, the event can be passed to it to start the function execution.

If a function instance is already available for handling the execution, the expensive cold start process can be bypassed. The Function Router directs the event to the existing function instance—be it directly over RPC, or using a message queue.

4.3 Workflow Execution

The workflow execution pattern in Figure 3 (bottom) builds on the pattern for individual function execution by maintaining inter-function state and transferring data between functions. An event arrives at the Workflow Engine, either proxied by the function router or directly from connected event sources. It contains a workflow identifier, which is used to fetch the related workflow definition from the Workflow Registry. Then, the Workflow Engine queries the Workflow Scheduler for decisions on which functions to execute next. Based on these decisions, the Workflow Engine triggers the execution of the individual functions, and persists the operations and data to the Workflow Execution Store. This process continues until the workflow execution is completed.

5 OPEN CHALLENGES

The FaaS reference architecture is merely a starting point for further research around the serverless model. In previous work, we identified over 20 challenges in software, systems, and performance engineering [3], [15]. We link a subset of these to the new insights offered by the reference architecture:

1) By identifying common architectural and operational patterns, our reference architecture provides a needed conceptual step for defining a community-wide benchmark for serverless platforms. The SPEC-RG Cloud Group is currently developing such a benchmark, aiming to peer into each of the layers and components identified in the reference architecture. But benchmarks are, by their broad nature, a limited tool for performance analysis; they can answer the question “how well?”, but not “why?”, for different platforms, and even for different configurations of the same platform or component. To answer the “why?”, the reference architecture could help peer meaningfully into each component, by emphasizing the interplay between the components and the full-platform (cost of) operation.

2) The cold-start impact on the performance of FaaS is still a key obstacle to serverless adoption, especially for latency-sensitive workloads. As Figure 3 shows, the cold-start process involves multiple steps and components, which ensure correct operation but also slow it down. Promising directions in this space include reducing overhead through better engineering, introducing more sophisticated scheduling.
policies, and profiling function performance more accurately.
3) Within the FaaS ecosystem, many concepts remain relatively unexplored. What kind of programming models are intuitive for developing functions and workflows at scale? How do event- and data-management systems benefit from the characteristics of serverless computational models?
4) We foresee that the use of the reference architecture can guide the development and tuning of serverless systems, e.g., a team developing a new serverless platform could, from their first design session, already have a set of target components for their new architecture. How can the reference architecture guide these processes? How can we leverage the architecture and patterns to improve the likelihood of good designs and fast time-to-market of serverless systems? Additionally, a common reference architecture could foster designs of reusable, open-source solutions for the individual components of serverless platforms. How to design interfaces of the individual components of a serverless platform be designed, to enable reuse?

6 Conclusion
Serverless computing, and its cloud variant of Function-as-a-Service (FaaS) deployed on containers, promise to enhance existing microservice architectures by running them as more centrally-managed services. This would allow software developers to focus on business concerns and defer operational logic to specialized (internal) cloud providers. Already, tens of serverless and FaaS platforms exist. To achieve their full potential, and to prevent that improving them centrally-managed services. This would allow software developers to focus on business concerns and defer operational logic to specialized (internal) cloud providers. Already, tens of serverless and FaaS platforms exist. To achieve their full potential, and to prevent that improving them unnecessarily daunting problems, we ask: What is the current FaaS technology? Where is it heading?

Addressing these questions, in this work we design a reference architecture and ecosystem for FaaS platforms. Concluding a long-term, systematic investigation, we map to the reference architecture 47 FaaS-like platforms. We find that real-world platforms map well to the architecture, and match the layered structure. We further use the reference architecture to discover operational patterns, and to present directions for future research.
The FaaS reference architecture offers a much needed analytic framework to industry and academia. It provides representative layers and components that are common to dozens of serverless and FaaS platforms in the field. By providing a higher-level abstraction, it can help conquer or limit the inherent complexity required to design, to tune, and even to compare such systems. Concretely, it has already guided the design of a serverless workflow platform, and is at the core of a new serverless benchmark within the SPEC-RG Cloud Group.

We conclude with a call to action for providers of closed-source platforms to reveal their designs or even their entire source code. This will enable the community to develop, and increase the level of trust that potential users have in these FaaS platforms.

Data Availability: The authors of this study follow open science processes. All the data presented in this study are published on Zenodo: https://go.univue.de/faasmapping.
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